NOTE: Chart not to scale.

MELBOURNE TRANSITION (MLB.BLUFI4): From over MLB VOR/DME on MLB R-135 to LEBUR INT/MLB 46 DME, then on RBI R-010 to TOPPR INT/PBI 30 DME, then on TRV R-150 to BLUFI INT. Thence . . .

. . . from over BLUFI INT/VKZ 71 DME on VKZ R-018 to HEATT INT/VKZ 46 DME, then on VKZ R-018 to KAINS INT, then on VKZ R-018 to VKZ VOR/DME. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course after KAINS INT.

NOTE: Melbourne Transition available to MIA/HST/X51/07FA/TMB arrivals only when MIA is landing west.

NOTE: RADAR required.

NOTE: Turboprops only.

MELBOURNE FOUR ARRIVAL